Control Panel with CCS-4000 Touchscreen Controller
Customized Controls for the Environmental Chamber Industry
CCS-4000 Touchscreen Controller Features
The CCS-4000 touchscreen controller system was developed with
Environmental Chambers in mind. Providing the ultimate in modern
technology, the system provides intuitive control screens and menus,
easily programmed process alarms, and highly configurable circuit
switching. Specific features include:


Control module design which is dedicated microprocessor based
I/O hardware with programmed logic running on Windows CE®
platform. The control logic program is stored on a non-volatile,
high capacity memory card. All control parameter settings, alarms
and setpoints are maintained during power failure, and restart is
automatic upon power restoration.

Control Panel Features



pixels) touchscreen Operator access to all system parameters
through intuitive, Windows® style drop down menus or modern
icon based “smart device” finger navigation. The 7" display is
compatible with various room lighting conditions.
Menu
selections and on-screen instructions with on screen help are of
sufficient detail to allow for typical day-to-day use without
reference manuals.

The modular control panel serves to house and protect controls,
recorder, and alarms, as well as efficiently distribute power to the
chamber interior. The modern design incorporates corrosion resistant
construction materials, and provides a high level of serviceability,
durability, and ease in everyday operation. Features include:















Touchscreen controller with intuitive operation.
Single point chamber power connection, with accessible and
lockable over-current protection. All branch circuits are fuse or
breaker protected for maximum equipment protection.
Central wiring location, labeling, and grouping for efficient
troubleshooting. Plug-in and DIN rail components for efficient
replacement.
Painted side accent panels for edge protection of main control panel
housing. Accent panels can be color coordinated with any building
color scheme, and can be replaced if damage or remodeling occurs.
Durable, brushed stainless steel fronts for impact resistance and
durability. These panels are lockable and hinged for access when
servicing the control panel.
Anodized aluminum interior construction with offset mounting rails
to produce a natural heat dissipating cooling plenum behind the
control panel.
Lockable Lexan cover for controls section, providing protection
and security of touchscreen controller.
Lexan polycarbonate controls label providing non-fading
identification within controls section.
MET* third party listing of entire control panel assembly which
includes listed panel components and devices. *Note: Certification





BES standard 1 year parts and labor warranty. Extended warranty
options are available.
Custom controller options, and enclosure options of NEMA 3R,
NEMA 4 / 4X, or NEMA 12 for specific environmental
requirements. See Options section at end.

Conformance to the FDA 21 CFR 11 requirements for data
recording, audit trails of controller settings modification, alarm
history logs, operator event logs and secure file transfers. Operating
data is encrypted and stored in user defined time length log files, and
can be viewed on the touchscreen, or remotely by PC. Password
protection provides multiple levels of user access and defined rights.
Password aging and re-authentication for process changes are also
provided per 21 CFR 11.



Real-time trending charts (8) and standard recording of
temperature and humidity parameters and setpoints.
The
touchscreen provides autoscaled and user definable scaled plots over
a 4 minute to 24 hour time period. A 'drag and zoom' feature allows
for magnified views within a specific plot period.



Interface USB port for data transfer to removable memory stick
The removable memory stick allows export and import of profiles,
alarm files, audit trail files, and other data files.



Independent, adjustable high and low deviation alarm set
points for temperature and humidity. These alarms allow a closer
setting to chamber parameters and provide user notification that an
alarm condition exists. Users are notified via front screen flashing
alarm icon, audible and remote contacts.

compliant with UL listing standards.



Backlit, alphanumeric 1 GHz TFD LCD 256 color (800 x 600



Independent time delay action for each alarm parameter. Alarm
action delays and audible alarm delays are each adjustable from 0 to
60 minutes in 1 minute increments. Single pole, double throw
(SPDT) 'common alarm' contacts activate after alarm action delay
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Independent, adjustable high and low limit alarm set points
for temperature and humidity. Automatic alarms disable specific
controlled devices (heaters, blowers, steam generators, etc), and
trigger backup mechanical conditioning system operation (with
redundancy option). Operators are notified of alarms through a
front screen flashing alarm icon, the activation of an audible alarm,
the switching of a remote alarm contact set, and the creation of an
alarm log with time, date, and type of alarm.







dehumidification is disabled at factory-selected conditions where
drying is not required.




Remote monitoring capability provided via 4-20 mA DC scaled
outputs.



Service-friendly user interface design.

User screens were

designed with consideration to maintenance/service. The screens
provide useful service information such as cooling output, heating
output, valve status, etc. The screens may also provide indication
of parameters per the multi-point monitoring capability option
detailed below.

Solid state, "zero switching" outputs, for refrigeration and
humidity control. Zero switching outputs prevent unnecessary
radio frequency interference. Standard solenoid or solid state relay
cycling is provided on an adjustable time base of 4 to 32 seconds.


Please contact the BES Sales Department at (800) 688-5859
for additional information and special control options.

The Ethernet connection also provides a simpler option: remote
viewing of chamber process variables and alarms through a web
browser. This web screen includes: process setpoints, process
actual, and system alarms with name and date/time of alarms. This
viewing option is “read only”, with no communication back to the
control system. A RS-485 Modbus RTU communication option is
available upon request.

A “Low Rise” defrost option is available that drastically
"Intelligent" enabling / disabling of humidification and
dehumidification. Humidification is disabled below freezing, and

The chamber control system can be remotely monitored
and/or controlled via PC, smart phone or tablet using a LAN/VNC
application when connected to the internet or an internal network.
An optional wireless connection can be provided using a wireless
modem.

reduces defrost rise for special freezer applications.


The control system features communication capabilities for an
Ethernet/Lan connection, which provides an extensive list of features
including email, SMS (text messaging) on alarm, FTP (file transfer
protocol for auto file transfer/data backup), remote access (web and
VNS embedded servers), and national time server time
synchronization.

"Intelligent" adaptive defrost timer; time or temperature
initiated and time or temperature terminated. By sensing chamber
coil temperature, the timer allows for minimum temperature rise
due to a defrost cycle. The adjustable fan time delay, or an
evaporator coil temperature sensor, terminates the defrost cycle and
pre-cools the evaporator coil to an operator selected temperature
before re-energizing the fans. Defrost is automatically disabled
through either a set coil temperature above freezing, or by
exceeding a maximum temperature rise setpoint. This function is
specific to individual applications.





Proportional control valve outputs. Control is typically provided
by time based proportioning of rapid cycle valves, but is also
available by 4-20 mA DC, and supports refrigeration valves or
chilled water control valves. *Note: Proportional output only
applicable to proportional refrigeration valve purchase.
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